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Abstract. For various purposes, virtual city applications have been developed around the globe to
provide users with online resources and services over the Internet. Following our research on the
Sheffield Urban Contextual Databank (SUCoD) project, this paper presents an alternative framework
for building virtual cities, which goes beyond conventional static urban modelling. A three-tier system
framework is described in conjunction with the design and implementation of the SUCoD prototype.
We demonstrate SUCoD's novel functionalities by showing that complex urban contextual information
sets, including three-dimensional interactive models, multilayer interactive maps, and hypermedia
documents, can be retrieved dynamically by user-specified urban contextual attributes, spatial locations, and boundaries. The three-tier framework also facilitates system development in an extensible
way, allowing continuous parallel extensions of system functionalities, user-interface components, and
contextual data resources. SUCoD's dynamic capabilities are considered crucial in its future uses
for urban contextual modelling on demand in relation to the past, present, and future of the City of
Sheffield.

Introduction
In recent years the enterprise of building `virtual cities' has been actively pursued by
research and development groups around the world. In the meantime wider applications and uses of virtual cities have been continuously encouraged and facilitated by
the rapid expansion of the Internet and the World Wide Web. As an almost universally
recognised term, a `virtual city' refers to a computer-based three-dimensional (3D)
graphical representation of a city accessible over an Intranet or the Internet. Building
virtual cities often involves technical expertise in organising large complexes of spatial
data to describe the city in question. From a user's point of view, on the other hand,
virtual cities can provide various kinds of online urban information repositories supporting a variety of activities, ranging from online tourist browsing to serious academic
research on architecture and the urban environment. There is a growing number of
virtual or digital cities on display over the Internet, presenting different system features
and functionalities for various intended usages. In this paper we shall describe our
research on developing the Sheffield Urban Contextual Databank (SUCoD) system,
intended initially as a web-based repository to store the urban data acquired from
studies of the history of Sheffield. In building the SUCoD prototype, we experimented
with a novel approach to allow user-centred dynamic retrieval of urban contextual
data, including 3D virtual reality models. The result was an extensible multitier system
framework for building virtual cities that goes beyond conventional static urban models. To give an account of the system research we shall begin with a brief review of
recent developments of virtual cities in the overall research context. The nature and
purpose of the Sheffield project are then introduced, followed by a description of the
design and implementation of the SUCoD prototype in a three-tier framework. To
illustrate SUCoD's key features, sample results from running the current prototype
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are given. We then discuss some performance and maintenance problems experienced,
together with pointers to possible further development of SUCoD.
Building virtual cities and the research context
According to our review of related research, the existing developments and applications of virtual cities can be characterised in terms of the following groups:
City directory
A virtual city application is seen as an online information directory providing navigable and searchable web-based resources that display aspects of the city, such as
significant buildings, streets, tourist attractions, or other characteristic facilities. A
good example is the Glasgow Directory directed by the ABACUS group at the University of Strathclyde (http://iris.abacus.strath.ac.uk/new/gintro.htm). This directory was
developed to present Glasgow in 3D form with architectural details and a searchable
citywide database of architectural heritage. A variety of sophisticated online resources
are provided, including 3D volumetric models (in VRML 2), digital photographs of
architectural interiors assembled in QuickTimeVRTM, a map for browsing and retrieving the VRML models, and a search engine to explore its database of significant
buildings. The directory now contains a total of 47 separate VRML model segments,
covering an area of 25 km2 accurate in height and plan. Another example of the citydirectory type of application is the Virtual Dublin project, created by Hugh McAtamney
in conjunction with the Dublin Institute of Technology. It shows a virtual environment
around the area of O'Connel Street in Dublin City (http://www.dmc.dit.ie/guests/eirenet/
eirenet/pages/vrdublin.htm). The website seems intended mainly as an online tourist
information guide. The virtual street was created by 3D modelling and texture mapping
in VRML format, in which one can walk through the street with accompanying sound
clips. Data links to texts on the local history of buildings, places, and events are also
provided along the focal points set up in the virtual world.
Historical reconstruction
In this type of application, citywide 3D modelling and rendering is applied to reconstruct a city's fabric in the past on the basis of historical research. As a recent example,
the WWW Virtual Historic Museum of the City of Bologna project was an initiative
exploiting multimedia and virtual reality technologies ``to recreate the historical evolution of the city'' (Guidazzoli and Bonfigli, 1999). The project intends to ``allow visitors to
look back in time `witnessing' the historical and urban development of the city from the
end of the first millennium to the city as it is today'' (Bonfigli et al, undated). Another
example of a project pursuing a similar goal but on a smaller scale is the reconstruction
of the Forum of Trajan (ca. 114 AD, approximately 23 225 m2 ) by the Urban Simulation
Team at University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), following original research by
James E Packer (http://www.ust.ucla.edu/ustweb/projects/trajan.html). Both the Bologna
and the Forum models can be accessed online and provide user-controllable temporal
devices for displaying 3D VRML-based reconstructions over time.
Urban simulator
A virtual city is built to reflect the present fabric, intended as a simulation platform
for testing or controlling new urban development proposals. Susan Pietsch (2000)
recently reviewed how 3D computer visualisation has been applied to urban planning
in the past ten years. Virtual cities developed for urban simulation can offer more
satisfactory performance in terms of relating abstraction, accuracy, and realism in
3D visualisation. The Virtual Los Angeles project undertaken by the Urban Simulation Team at UCLA aimed to achieve a high-quality visual simulation of their city
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(http://www.ust.ucla.edu/ustweb/projects.html). By combining aerial photographs with
street-level imagery, databases of trees, and 3D geometry, realistic urban neighbourhoods were created. The system provides substitution operations for evaluating
alternatives and for temporal modelling in simulating existing neighbourhoods,
historical reconstructions, or proposed new developments. The goal is to deliver
multiple-linked VRML models, covering the entire Los Angeles basin (around
10 240 km2 ). Similarly, ModelCityPhiladelphia developed by Bentley Systems, Inc.,
and Mike Rosen and Associates, provides 3D VRML models for parts of that city
with textures mapped and data links to related websites (http://www.bentley.com/
modelcity/). In the United Kingdom, an example of a citywide model to enable contextual evaluation of new urban design schemes is the Bath Model project created by
the Centre for Advanced Studies in Architecture at the University of Bath (Day et al,
1996). The aim was to visualise changes in the city and how it was originally constructed. The Bath model was initially built with 3D modelling and texture mapping in
AutoCAD, then converted into a simplified VRML model. It covers a square of 10 km
each side with texture-mapped terrain around the city, and with Bath Abbey shown in
some detail (http://www.bath.ac.uk/centres/CASA/). This model has been used by the
local planning authority for development control and public debate on future city
development (Bourdakis and Day, 1997).
Social or community networking
A virtual city is taken as a metaphorical online place for people to engage in direct or
indirect communications over the Internet. First launched in 1994 the Digital City
Amsterdam project provided a municipal-wide electronic connection to allow citizens
``to look on-line into the council's minutes, to consult official policy papers and to
request information from the digital town hall'' (Tan, undated). In the United Kingdom
the Digital City Bristol project was initiated by the Hewlett-Packard Laboratories to
provide Internet users with public information (Bruine, 2000). A website was developed
by organising online information and facilities around the theme of ``piers with houseboats in a harbour'', which seems an appropriate metaphor for information navigation
by people familiar with the city. The 360 Days in Activeworlds initiative developed by
Andy Smith at the Centre for Applied Systems Analysis (CASA) at University College
London (UCL), on the other hand, is a somewhat different virtual world-building
project, in which users were invited to take part in building a multiuser 3D virtual
community (http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/30days/).
Digital cities
A digital city is not intended merely as a computerised representation of a city; rather
it is a real (cyber-) city built with advanced digital communications networks supporting a population's online real-time activities. Digital cities may be better described as
complex 3D online applications that look like real cities. One of the most recent
examples, the Helsinki Arena 2000 project directed by Elisa Communications, was a
large consortium-backed information technology infrastructure programme aiming to
provide the residents of Greater Helsinki with online services through a citywide
broadband multimedia network (http://www.arenanet.fi/english/index.html). An accurate
3D model of the city was constructed and used as an end-user interface to various
telecommunications services, such as making telephone calls or video conferencing
from home (Linturi et al, 2000).
The grouping above is by no means exhaustive. Recently, in relation to undertaking
the Virtual London project, the CASA research group at UCL surveyed over sixty cases
of 3D computer modelling of cities worldwide (http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/3dcities/).
Eight cities were chosen for more detailed studies: Tokyo, New York City, Berlin,
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Glasgow, Helsinki, Philadelphia, Washington, DC, and Jerusalem. Obviously, a deeper
probe into the methodological and usability aspects of building virtual cities demands a
separate study if the diversity and complexity involved are to be revealed. Indeed, as
shown in the recent Kyoto Meeting on Digital Cities, an international symposium on
digital and virtual cities (http://www.digitalcity.gr.jp/meetings/kyoto-meeting/index.html),
new genres of virtual cities and technological means will continue to emerge. With all
this activity, it is important to investigate the actual public uses of virtual or digital
cities. Aurigi's (2000) study shows that so far there has been no trend towards increased
public participation in the European city projects as a direct consequence of digital city
development. This suggests that, in the process of developing and deploying any new
powerful functionality, developers should consider how to integrate more participative
qualities into virtual city applications so that future efforts will not just end up
producing yet more static urban information portals.
An overall goal in our undertaking the Sheffield project is to achieve an urban
information system that will enable information retrieval not predetermined by the
manner in which urban models were created, but according to user-specified locations
and boundaries of relevance while accessing the system through the web. The virtual
historical Sheffield project was set up not to produce a precise image of the existing
physical database, but to explore how a user-centred dynamic retrieval of the digital
models and related documents could be achieved. We consider that the future growth
and uses of the online databank could not be sustained if the Sheffield project were
based on static modelling in which the user's retrieval was dictated by the framework
used by the original modellers. Before describing how we developed an alternative
system framework, we must first explain the background and the research questions
identified in the Sheffield project.
The Sheffield urban study and building a virtual Sheffield
Since 1998 the Diploma School of Architecture at the University of Sheffield has been
developing the research programme, `Sheffield Urban Study', which aims to investigate
the architecture and urban fabric of the city as it stood around 1900 when Sheffield's
industrial strength reached its peak (http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/A-C/archst/
research/human/fpbj04.html). To date, the Sheffield Urban Study has generated a large
physical database, which reveals a historical view of Sheffield not seen before. The
outcome of the Sheffield Urban Study during the first year was reported in a separate
paper (Blundell Jones et al, 1999). The study continued, and has since achieved a larger
collection of historical data contributed by the diploma students of the two following
years. To date, the (physical) contextual data accumulated covers a region of forty
squares (each 200 m  200 m). Several types of historical data for each square have
been assembled:
(a) indicative maps recording the periods of construction and usages of buildings as
they stood in around 1900;
(b) a physical model at the scale of 1:500 showing the forms of individual buildings,
streets, transportation routes, and the terrain of the square (figure 1);
(c) research reports and diagrams accounting for the presence, shape, and orientation
of every street within the square and tracing the underlying growth pattern;
(d) detailed studies of buildings with declared architectural significance or of ordinary
buildings representing a particular building type (for example, Albert Hall, back-toback housing).
In setting up the digital Sheffield project, apart from a truthful translation of the
types of physical data collected, we considered that the project should in the long run
explore the following issues:
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Figure 1. The physical model built by the students who took part in the Sheffield Urban Study
project during the 1998 ^ 99 session (photographed by Peter Lathey, School of Architecture,
University of Sheffield, 1998).

1. Although current research was funded to create historical datasets, could we produce
a system design capable of accommodating data records acquired from studying
present-day Sheffield without rendering the previous historical datasets incompatible?
2. How can the Sheffield digital data and models be built to reveal the evolution of the
city by structuring and displaying reconstructions of many periods rather than a fixed
moment in the past or present?
3. Can the resultant virtual city resources and facilities be used by urban designers or
planners directly rather than through some technical services provided by urban
simulation specialists?
Looking at the above issues, we consider that the Sheffield project should aim at
delivering a citywide contextual framework that can be extended and used by those
engaging in historical study or in developing new schemes. As we can see from earlier
examples, some virtual cities have been built to play a similar role (for instance, Bath
Model, Virtual Los Angeles, ModelCityPhiladelphia). However, in examining existing
applications, we concluded that the usability of current systems could be improved
from both a user's and a developer's point of view. One of the key issues seems to be
that urban models can be retrieved and displayed only in fixed ways prebuilt into
the application while the models are being developed. In our view, this has some
unsatisfactory consequences.
First, from the point of view of the users (that is, urban researchers, designers,
architects, or town planners), there are no places in the systems to express what is
meant by `context' at the setting-up stage. We often see that individual users define and
delineate differently what an urban and architectural context actually consists of (for
instance, locations of focal points, paths, boundaries, or viewpoints). It is therefore
important to recognise that what constitutes an urban context relevant to the scope and
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objectives of a project depends on the individual's own interpretations and analyses.
There may well be a case in which, given the same urban regeneration project brief,
one urban designer considers the whole city fabric relevant whereas another considers
that only particular streets adjacent to the development site are crucial. The user
difference in setting up contexts is a significant factor and the designers usually come
up with development proposals distinctly different from one another.
Second, because of the complexity and quantity of data involved, a city model must
be built in parts. A spatial subdivision scheme must be introduced to divide a city into
smaller areas to enable manageable modelling processes as well as a reasonable length
of time for data transmissions through the Internet. Both the Glasgow and the Los
Angeles models introduced spatial divisions, resulting in multiple 3D models that users
can retrieve separately. However, we did not find any explicit reasons given about how
and why the divisions were devised in the first place. More importantly, we noticed
that, if the separate model sets cannot be combined or reassembled in ways intended
by the users, the usefulness of the models can be reduced. For example, there will be
difficulties if the users' points of interest happen to lie on or somewhere near the lines
of division between separate models.
Third, from an urban modeller's point of view, the existing applications were built
in such a way that they could be maintained only in a wholesale rather than a piecemeal manner. Modellers would have to work with a whole block of a model even if they
were updating or modifying only a single building. All the virtual cities we have seen
seem to be one-off efforts in which the developers did not describe plans of how the
models would be maintained in either a spatial or a temporal manner. In our view,
ideally, a citywide urban modelling project needs to address the issue of reflecting how
cities evolve, rather than stopping short at providing singular views fixed in the past or
in the present, no matter how much realism has been built into the models. Currently,
we lack a proper system framework for modellers to establish such a logical and visual
continuum among separate sets of urban models.
The points raised above suggest that what we need to look for is a system's capacity
to generate urban contextual models and related information sets on the fly according to
individual users' retrieval criteria. We recognise that subdividing a city region into
smaller areas is necessary both for data creation and for transmission, as large and
sophisticated 3D models are difficult to maintain and require long downloading times
over the Internet. Yet, virtual cities have low usability if an end user's retrieval of the
model is entirely predetermined by how it was created by the developers initially. A
higher usability can be achieved if the users are enabled to retrieve 3D models and other
related information in which the focal points and boundaries requested are located at
the positions intended by the users. To aim at higher usability in the Sheffield project, we
shall describe how we have moved beyond static approaches to develop an alternative
system framework capable of supporting urban contextual modelling on demand.
SUCoD: a three-tier system framework
The starting point of system development was to prototype a client-server application
based on the Internet and the web as the communications and user-interface infrastructure, employing as many nonproprietary data formats as possible so that the
resultant application would not incur extra software costs for end users in accessing
the Sheffield Urban Contextual Bank over the Internet. At an early stage, we experimented with a simple system that has a functionality and user interface allowing for
user-centred dynamic retrieval of 3D models built in VRML 2.0. This simple exercise
centred on a 3D world consisting of a number of labelled cylinders placed on a board.
The application presents an interface for users to select any number of cylinders
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(including none), and the system is able to display a VRML world in real time,
containing exactly the set of cylinders selected by the user. We first developed an
HTML-form solution that was eventually replaced with a Java applet design. Figure 2
shows a screen shot of running the cylinder-on-board application in Microsoft 1
Internet Explorer.
The preliminary studies proved useful, as we were able to confirm through working
examples that some of the original concepts were workable in building the digital
Sheffield application at a later stage. In particular, our first software components
were capable of delivering reliable Java-CGI (Common Gateway Interface) communications, which is essential to our purpose of user-centred dynamic retrieval. Our
exploration of the above example appears significant to us in several aspects.
(a) As shown in figure 2, all the VRML models were generated on the fly upon
receiving client's requests sent through the Java-enabled map interface. Notably, there
are no prebuilt VRML models stored on the server awaiting requests from clients. If
there were, we would have to build a total of 220 (  1048 576) VRML models stored on
the server to encompass all possible user selections. Every single VRML model shown
to the clients is generated on the fly by invoking a CGI script hosted on the server.
(b) The map-based interface for user selection of objects was considerably more
effective than an HTML-formed interface employing an array of check boxes. The
map was implemented as a Java applet, which can be executed whenever a client visits
the website hosting the application. With the Java-enabled map, a user can simply point
and drag a rectangle on the map to make a selection from a potentially large number of
objects. All elements within the rectangle are interpreted by the applet as being selected.
Another important finding is that data communications between the interactive map
and the VRML-model-generating CGI script can be initiated within the applet.
(c) The CGI script was implemented in Perl 5.6 [as in ActivePerl 5.6 provided by
ActiveState (http://www.activestate.com/Products/ActivePerl)], and it has worked for
our objectives of server-side processing of user requests and constructing well-formed
VRML files according to the users' requests. This shows that a VRML file can be
generated by invoking a Perl script that combines matched data files in which the basic
3D data of the selected objects (that is, the cylinders and board in the example) are
stored.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. The cylinder-on-board application: (a) the interactive Java map for navigation and
making selections; (b) a VRML model is generated on the fly following the selection.
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(d) The cylinder-on-board example may appear toy like but it did correspond with our
modelling of a city. The cyclinders could stand for individual buildings and the board
for a city's terrain. Although we did not subdivide the board into smaller blocks, we
were sure it could be done. The terrain of an urban area, therefore, could be subdivided
into smaller parts and retrieved separately just like individual buildings.
The next stage of our prototype development was to work on the Sheffield contextual data. A three-tier system architecture has emerged from our preliminary studies.
More specifically, the three tiers are: a map-based interface for user navigation,
selection, and retrieval as the front-end tier; a pool of CGI-based constructors
for generating dynamic web contents as the middle tier; and a repository containing a variety of urban contextual data resources as the back-end tier. A diagram of the
three-tier framework is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. A three-tier system framework for developing the SUCoD prototype.

The front-end tier for supporting user interaction and navigation
System components produced on this tier are used mainly to deliver a graphical user
interface with which the users can navigate and interact with a range of web-based
contents such as Java-enabled maps, VRML worlds, and related documents created in
HTML. A combination of computing and communications technologies (HTML forms,
JAVATM applets, JavaScript, JavaTM Plug-Ins, etc) can be used to build up a responsive
user interface that displays the multiple entry points of the urban contextual databank.
The middle tier for creating dynamic web contents constructors
The middle tier is the place to develop a pool of intelligent software components to
construct a variety of dynamic web-based contents in response to user-specified selections. The types of dynamic web contents in our application include Java-enabled
maps, VRML models, and HTML pages. Currently, we employ the Perl scripting
environment in conjunction with the CGI network communications protocol supported by Microsoft's Internet Information Server. In practice, CGI scripts can be
written in many other languages, such as C++ and Tcl/Tk, and many other commercial or free web servers support the CGI protocol, such as the Apache HTTP Server
(http://httpd.apache.org/).
The back-end tier for depositing urban contextual data resources
The `raw materials' for the CGI constructors to generate dynamic web contents are
stored as back-end repositories. Original urban contextual datasets need to be created
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with various tools, such as computer-aided design 3D modelling packages, HTML
page editors, Java map builders, and so on. These datasets are then transferred into
an intermediate generic data format accessible by the CGI constructors. At present, we
find that the DAT file format serves our purposes well. That the back-end repositories should be considered as a separate tier is important, as it enables the creation
and accumulation of urban datasets independent of software components on other
tiers. Built with an Intranet or Internet networking infrastructure, developments of
back-end respositories can be distributed over a number of web servers.
A demonstration of SUCoD's functionalities
Following the three-tier framework described above, we have been able to develop the
virtual Sheffield project continuously in a bottom-up and parallel manner. Our implementation of the system components and data repositories over the three tiers has
delivered system functionality demonstrable in at least five dynamic features.
Multilayer interactive Java map
Basically, a Java-enabled map is built on Java's applet technology for displaying and
interacting with an object-oriented vector-based map loaded in the applet. As one of
the most fundamental data designs in SUCoD, the Java-enabled map provides the
facility for exploring the contextual resources maintained in the databank. To avoid
implementing a Java-based mapping environment from scratch, we chose to work
with the ILOG JViews1 Component Suite as a base for our work. By gathering data
from the Sheffield Urban Study, we have developed a Java-enabled map consisting of
twenty layers, each of which can be turned on and off separately when displayed in

Figure 4. The multilayer interactive Java-enabled map in SUCoD, showing the A2 and B2
squares. The ``Map Legend'' column next to the map area shows Layers built into the map.
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(a) A view of the VRML model showing the entire A2 and B2 squares as originally researched
in the Sheffield Urban Study project.

(b) A VRML model shows the Queen's Works complex as it stood around 1900.

(c) Buildings on A2 and B2 squares for residential use as they stood around 1900.
Figure 5. A collection of sample VRML worlds retrieved by specifying the urban contextual
attributes (building ages and usages), spatial locations, and boundaries on the interactive Java
map.
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(d) Buildings on A2 and B2 squares used for light trades as they stood around 1900.

(e) Buildings on A2 and B2 squares constructed during 1851 ^ 1900.

(f ) Buildings on A2 and B2 squares more than 100 years old as they stood around 1900 (that is,
buildings built before 1800).
Figure 5. continued.
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the applet. Seven layers were created to identify buildings according to the various
periods (ranging from pre-1750 to 1900). Another eight layers were made to indicate the
uses of buildings (public, residential, heavy industries, etc). A layer of `50 m square
ground tiles' was created to show a 50 m-square grid plan on top of the areas originally
labelled A2 and B2 in the Sheffield Urban Study. Like the buildings shown on the
various layers of building ages, the `ground tiles' are objects (or tokens) that users can
select to retrieve VRML models representing the 3D terrain and streets on each grid
square (see below). Finally, the names of buildings and streets as recorded in the
historical maps were added as the uppermost layer to aid user navigation (figure 4).
Dynamic retrieval of VRML worlds
A VRML model is formed and displayed in real time to a user's desktop web browser
whenever a selection is made and the `GET VRML World' button on the Java map
applet is pressed by the user. The 3D data of terrain, streets, open spaces, and
buildings with complete roof shapes have been carefully prepared according to the
historical maps and the physical scale models produced by the Sheffield Urban Study.
By interacting with the multilayer Java map, a user can retrieve numerous VRML
worlds by varying the selection criteria. Figures 5(a) to 5(f) show a sample collection
of VRML worlds retrieved from SUCoD by specifying different combinations of
contextual attributes, such as buildings of different ages and/or usages and ground
tiles shown on the Java map.
Spatial-oriented retrieval of hypermedia documents
The 3D VRML model is not the only type of dataset to be supplied by SUCoD. Other
types of data, such as maps (see below), photographs, textual documents, and video/
audio clips, can be as important, providing aspects of urban information that cannot
be recorded effectively in 3D modelling. According to our previous study, generating
HTML files remains the most convenient way for users to retrieve and browse the
urban contextual information recorded in hypermedia (Peng and Blundell Jones, 1999).
However, although creating thousands of HTML pages presents no difficulties, the
problem remains of how users can effectively retrieve those pages relevant to their
queries. A straightforward way is to build a web search engine allowing users to
perform keyword-based search and retrieval. In SUCoD, however, we experimented
with a different approach in which user's retrieval of HTML documents can be
spatially oriented, that is, a user can retrieve HTML pages by pointing to locations
and areas on the Java map (figure 6). This is achieved by developing a dedicated CGI
constructor capable of generating a list of URL links on the fly according to the
ground tiles and/or buildings selected by the users.
Dynamic retrieval of scanned historical maps
In addition to the VRML and HTML files, we recognised that the collection of original
historical maps was an important urban contextual resource and that they should also
be made available through the SUCoD application. Historical maps of Sheffield made
at different times were discovered and collected, and a juxtaposition of these maps as
related layers can reveal insights into how buildings, streets, and places have evolved.
Considering how the scanned historical maps may be retrieved effectively, we felt, again,
that the principle of user-centred dynamic retrieval should be applied. Scanned maps
covering large regions with fixed subdivisions will present similar problems to those of
static 3D urban models. This consideration gave rise to another of SUCoD's major
dynamic facilities for retrieving multilayer scanned historical maps. This facility is built
on the ground-tile objects of the Java map and another dedicated CGI constructor for
assembling multilayered scanned historical maps according to the ground tiles selected
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Figure 6. Dynamic listing of URL links shown on the right lower frame according to the spatial
selection made on the Java map on the left upper frame.

by the users. Looking further into users' need for map reading, we decided to provide
the scanned historical maps in two resolutions: a low resolution (800800 pixels in a
200m-square) for displaying maps of a large region and a higher one (800800 pixels in
a 50 m-square) for smaller areas (figure 7). Users are free to retrieve a map set of a high
resolution covering a large area but they will soon realise that a longer downloading
time is required.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Dynamic retrieval of scanned historical maps following user's selection of ground tiles:
(a) a scanned map of a low resolution, (b) a scanned map of high resolution after the selection of
the central four ground tiles.
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Dynamic retrieval of interactive Java maps
The multilayer Java-enabled map presented in the current prototype covers only the
original A2 and B2 squares, yet the file size already exceeds 1 MB. To cover the entire
city within a single Java map will certainly result in a file size too large to be transmitted over the Internet within a reasonable length of time. Furthermore, users may
not need to see the entire city region in a single session. It is therefore necessary to
provide users with the flexibility of retrieving Java-enabled maps within user-specified
locations and boundaries. Our work on this requirement has produced another CGI
constructor in the middle tier, which is able to assemble generic data files on the fly
into multilayer interactive maps which can be displayed by the Java applet. Figure 8
shows the interface to specify an area of interest and retrieve the Java-enabled map,
which in turn displays the interface for dynamic retrieval of VRML worlds and related
URL links.

Figure 8. Generating multilayer Java-enabled maps on the fly through the SUCoD Index Map
Reader applet; underneath the square grid is a scanned map of the city of Sheffield published by
the Ordnance Survey in 1984.

Some problems experienced and pointers to further development
As shown in our examples, current data provision in SUCoD is limited in terms of
levels of detail and scope of coverage, which, in our view, are not issues of primary
importance at the present stage. It should also be pointed out that the CGI components in the middle tier could be replaced with more advanced Java-based technologies
such as Java ServletsTM and JavaServer PagesTM (for instance, see Hall, 2000; Hunter
and Crawford, 1998) that will deliver better server-side performance and scalability.
Nevertheless, there were problems experienced during our testing of the prototype.
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Downloading the Java applets requires a networking speed at least at the LAN level
Because all primary applications run on users' desktops are implemented as Java
applets, the time required to download these applets has presented a major obstacle
to usability. We find that accessing the current SUCoD application is practically
unworkable through an ordinary dial-up connection (typically, 28.8K to 33.2K bps in
the United Kingdom). This implies that the current system is not suitable for homebased leisure uses, unless a broadband high-speed connection to the Internet is in
place. It will require at least a LAN connection to achieve speedy download of large
Java applets. Given that the envisaged prospective users of SUCoD will mainly come
from universities, city council departments, or local private firms, the required network
speed may not present a major hurdle for accessing the service.
Storage space required on the server to store users' retrieved datasets can be potentially
huge
As shown earlier, all data retrieved by the users are generated on the fly by the server.
Therefore, the server must maintain a storage space for the models, maps, and HTML
pages assembled for user consumption. Depending on the number of users and the
extent of file sizes generated, a server may not always be able to handle heavy uses even
on a temporary basis. As we have not been in a position to conduct a large-scale public
test, it is not possible to give a firm indication as to what extent this management issue
should be resolved in practice. In an ideal world, we assume that the server's storage
space can always be extended to cope with increased volume of use, or, alternatively, a
user-management regime may be set up to self-guard the server's storage capacity
permitted at one time. Another useful technique is to generate the user files in compressed formats wherever possible, which may significantly ease the storage load on the
server and the traffic load on the network.
Following the three-tier framework established in the SUCoD prototype, our further work on the digital Sheffield project will continue to explore more dynamic system
functionalities and user interface components. In particular, further development in
three areas is planned to implement a future release of SUCoD into the public
domain(1):
Providing a keyword-based search facility on the Java maps
Users may not always be familiar enough with the city of Sheffield to locate the area of
interest correctly. A search and display capability is required to aid user navigation on
Java-enabled maps. Work on implementing this feature is underway to make SUCoD
able to return graphical spatial markers on the Java maps in response to user-entered
keywords corresponding to names of buildings, streets, or places in the city.
Providing a client-side interface for users to upload and assemble multiple VRML worlds
We consider this an important step forward for SUCoD to support architectural and
urban design. Through the uploading facility, users can submit their own designs to the
SUCoD server, which can then be combined with contextual models generated from the
databank. Because the playing out of many scenarios of fitting proposed designs with
varying urban conditions is essential in developing and communicating urban design,
the uploading and assembly facilities are particularly relevant to wider application of
SUCoD.

(1)

The Sheffield Urban Contextual Databank system will be made available to the general public
towards the end of the research project in November 2001 (http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/academic/AC/archst/research/process/cp01.html).
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Developing further urban modelling expertise
So far we have worked primarily on historical reconstruction with the Sheffield project.
Given that the multitier framework is inherently extensible both in content creation and
in functionality development, we are interested in the possibilities of extending SUCoD's
modelling capabilities with expertise from other disciplines such as urban landscape
and ecology, urban environmental performance analysis, and town planning with
geographical information systems. In the long run, we hope that SUCoD can evolve
into an integrative dynamic urban modelling platform to support multidisciplinary
collaborative urban design and research.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an account of our current research and development of
the Sheffield Urban Contextual Databank prototype. The project started with the aim
of translating the physical database amassed by the Sheffield Urban Study and making
the resources accessible online through multiple routes. In reviewing related research,
we were concerned with the static approaches presented in most existing virtual cities
that leave users no choice but to retrieve data in ways predetermined by the application
developers or data modellers. If the models and data are to serve as a citywide
contextual framework for exploring or evaluating new urban proposals, static urban
data are particularly problematic, as designers need to define an urban context specific
to projects in terms of a range of contextual attributes. To allow user-centred retrieval
of urban contextual data, a more flexible and dynamic approach is required. In
building a virtual historical Sheffield, we set out to experiment with an Internet-based
three-tier client-server framework with a web and Java-enabled user interface as the
front-end, intelligent CGI constructors in the middle tier, and distributed repositories
of contextual data resources at the back end.
Our current SUCoD prototype demonstrates that compounded urban data
specific to spatial locations, boundaries, and other contextual attributes such as
building ages or usages can be retrieved dynamically as specified by the users. Our
testing of the prototype shows that accessing the SUCoD resources over the Internet
requires at least a LAN connection for speedy download of Java applets, and a usermanagement or server-storage-maintenance policy is required if the application is
subject to heavy uses at a large scale. On the basis of the current results, we consider
that the lessons learned may be relevant to future initiatives for building virtual cities
elsewhere, and there are several possible areas identified for further development of
the SUCoD prototype, pointing to an integrative extensible modelling platform for
cross-disciplinary collaborative urban design and research.
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